
Learning Statements Tier R A G

1 Describe ways in which energy can be transferred within a system F

2 Describe ways to store energy F

3 Describe the law of conservation of energy F

4 Describe concepts of open and closed systems F

5 Describe ways to reduce unwanted energy transfers F

6 Link energy loss to insulation and thermal conductivity F

7 Define renewable and non-renewable energy resources F

8
Compare & contrast energy resources in terms of reliability, cost and political, environmental 

& social factors
F

9 Define and calculate work done using E=Pt and E=fd F

10 Define and calculate power using P=VI and E = Pt F

11 Describe examples of applications of power in everyday life F

12 Use and rearrange both equations for calculating efficiency F

13 Describe ways to increase the efficiency of an energy transfer (HT only) HT

14 Describe elastic and inelastic deformation F

15 Explain the effect of forces on elastic objects F

16 Describe Hooke’s Law qualitatively and using the equation F = ke F

17 Explain ‘word done’ when applied to stretching or compressing a spring F

18 Explain the difference between a linear and a non-linear relationship F

19 Interpret data from a force extension investigation F

20
RP Force and Extension: Investigate the relationship between force and extension for  spring 

(Hooke’s Law)
F

21 Use the elastic potential energy equation (Ee=1/2ke2) F

22 Use and rearrange the equation for kinetic energy (Ek=1/2mv2) F

23 Use and rearrange the equation for gravitational potential energy (Eg=mgh) F

24 Describe what is meant by ‘a wave’ F

25
Describe the difference between longitudinal and transverse waves giving examples for both F

26
Describe amplitude, wavelength (λ), wave speed (v), frequency (f) and period of a wave (T) 

and give units for each
F

27 Use and rearrange T = 1/f F

28 Use and rearrange v = f  λ F

29 Identify amplitude and wavelength from diagrams of a wave F

30
Describe the method to measure the speed of sound in air and the speed of ripples on the 

water surface
F

31

RP Waves: Make observations to identify the suitability of apparatus for measuring 

frequency, wavelength and speed of waves in a ripple tank and waves on a string or elastic 

cord.

F

32 Describe what ‘electromagnetic waves’ are F

33
Recall the order of EM waves & recall their frequency and wavelength and give examples of 

the uses of these
F

34 Explain how EM waves are generated and absorbed F

35 Explain the hazardous effects of UV, X-rays and Gamma rays F

36 Link the properties of EM waves to their practical application (HT only) HT

37
Apply knowledge of reflection, refraction, transmission and absorption to EM waves (HT only) HT

38

RP Radiation and Absorption: investigate how the amount of infrared radiation 

absorbed or radiated by a surface depends on the nature of that surface F

39 Explain how radio a radio works using EM waves (HT only) HT
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